Abstract. We present a program logic for reasoning about resource consumption of programs written in Grail, an abstract fragment of the Java Virtual Machine Language. Serving as the target logic of a certifying compiler, the logic exploits Grail's dual nature of combining a functional interpretation with object-oriented features and a cost model for the JVM. We present the resource-aware operational semantics of Grail, the program logic, and prove soundness and completeness. All of the work described has been formalised in the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL, which provides us with an implementation of the logic as well as confidence in the results. We conclude with examples of using the logic for proving resource bounds on code resulting from compiling high-level functional programs.
Introduction
For the effective use of mobile code, resource consumption is of great concern. A user who downloads an application program onto his mobile phone wants to know that the memory requirement of executing the program does not exceed the memory space available on the phone. Likewise, concerns occur in Grid computing where service providers want to know that user programs adhere to negotiated resource policies and users want to be sure that their program will not be terminated abruptly by the scheduler due to violations of some resource constraints.
The Mobile Resource Guarantees (MRG) project [27] is developing Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) technology [23] to endow mobile code with certificates of bounded resource consumption. Certificates in the PCC sense contain proof-theoretic evidence. A service provider can check a certificate to see that a given resource policy will be adhered to before admitting the code to run. The feasibility of the PCC approach relies on the observation that, while it may be difficult to produce a formal proof of a certain program property, it should be easy to check such a proof. Furthermore, resource properties are in many cases easier to verify than general correctness properties.
Following the PCC paradigm the code producer uses a combination of program annotations and analysis to construct a machine proof that a resource policy is met. The proof is expressed in a specialized program logic for the language in which the code is transmitted. In the MRG project, this target language is Grail [4] , an abstract representation of (a subset of) the Java Virtual Machine Language (JVML). Certificate generation is performed by a certifying compiler, e.g. [7] , which transforms programs
Grail
The Grail language [4] was designed as a compromise between raw bytecode and lowlevel functional languages, and serves as the target of the Camelot compilation. While the object and method structure of bytecode is retained, each method body consists of a set of mutually tail-recursive first-order functions. The syntax comprises instructions for object creation and manipulation, method invocation and primitive operations such as integer arithmetic, as well as let-bindings to combine program fragments. In the context of the Camelot compiler, static methods are of particular interest. Using a whole-program compilation approach, all datatypes are implemented by a single Grail class, the so-called "diamond" class [11] , and functions over these datatypes result in distinct static methods operating on objects of this class [17] . The main characteristic of Grail is its dual identity: its (impure) call-by-value functional semantics is shown to coincide with an imperative interpretation of the expansion of Grail programs into the Java Virtual Machine Language, provided that some mild syntactic conditions are met. In particular, these require that actual arguments in function calls coincide syntactically with the formal parameters of the function definitions. This allows function calls to be interpreted as immediate jump instructions since register shuffling at basic block boundaries is performed by the calling code rather than being built into the function application rule. Consequently, the consumption of resources at virtual machine level may be expressed in a functional semantics for Grail: the expansion into JVML does not require register allocation or the insertion of gluing code.
We give an operational semantics and a program logic for a functional interpretation of Grail, where it is assumed (though not explicitly enforced) that expressions are in Administrative-Normal-Form, that is all intermediate values are explicitly named.
Syntax
The syntax of Grail expressions makes use of mutually disjoint sets of integers, M of method names, C of class names, F of function names (i.e. labels of basic blocks), T of (virtual or static) field names and X of variables, ranged over by i, m, c, f , t, and x, respectively. We also introduce self as a reserved variable. In the following grammar, op denotes a primitive operation of type V ⇒ V ⇒ V such as an arithmetic operation or a comparison operator. Here V is the semantic category of values (ranged over by v), comprising integers, references r, and the special symbol ⊥, which stands for the absence of a value. Boolean values are represented as integers. Heap references are either null or of the form Ref l where l is a location (represented by a natural number). Formal parameters of method invocations may be integer or object variables. Actual arguments are sequences of variable names or immediate values -complex expressions which may occur as arguments in Camelot functions are eliminated during the compilation process. 
Dynamic Semantics
The machine model is based on semantic domains H of heaps, E of environments (maps from variables to values) and R of resource components. A heap h maps locations to objects, where an object comprises a class name and a mapping of field names to values. In our formalisation, we follow an approach inspired by Burstall, where the heap is split into several components: a total function from field names to locations to values, and a partial function from locations to class names. In addition, we also introduce a total map for modelling static (reference) fields, mapping class names and field names to references.
Variables which are local to a method invocation are kept in an environment E that corresponds to the local store of the JVM. Environments are represented as total functions, with the silent assumption that well-defined method bodies only access variables which have previously been assigned a value. We use E x to denote the lookup operation and E x := v to denote an update. Since the operational semantics uses environments to represent the local store of method frames, no explicit frame stack is needed. The height of the stack is mentioned as part of the resource component.
Resource consumption is modelled by resource tuples p ∈ R , where p = clock callc invkc invkdpth .
The four components range over N and represent the following costs. The clock represents a global abstract instruction counter. The callc and invkc components are more refined, i.e. they count the number of function calls (jump instructions) and method invocations. We can easily count other types of instructions, but we chose these initially as interesting cases: for example they may be used to formally verify Grail-level optimisations such as the replacement of method (tail) recursion by function recursion. Finally, invkdpth models the maximal invocation depth, i.e. the maximal height of the frame stack throughout an execution. From this, the maximal frame stack height may be approximated by considering the maximal size of single frames. The size of the heap is not monitored explicitly in the resource components, since it can be deduced from the representation of the object heap as |dom(h)|.
The operational semantics and the program logic make use of two operators on resources, p ⊕ q and p q. In the first three components, both operators perform pointwise addition, as all instruction counts behave additionally during program composition. In the fourth component, the operator ⊕ again adds the respective components of p and q, while takes their maximum. By employing in the rules for let-bindings we can thus model the release of frame stacks after the execution of method invocations.
The semantics is a big-step evaluation relation based on the functional interpretation of Grail, with judgements of the form
Such a statement reads "in variable environment E and initial heap h, code e evaluates to the value v, yielding the heap h and consuming p resources."
In rule GETF, the notation h(l).t represents the value of field t in the object at heap location l, while in rule PUTF the notation h[l.t → v] denotes the corresponding update operation. Similarly for static fields. In rule NEW, the function freshloc(h) returns a fresh location outside the domain of h, and h[l → (c, {t i := E x i })] represents the heap that agrees with h on all locations different from l and maps l to an object of class c, with field entries t i := E x i . In the rules CALL, SINV and VINV the lookup functions FT and MT are used to obtain function and method bodies from names. These are here implemented as static tables, though they could be used to model a class hierarchy.
In particular MT has type C ⇒ M ⇒ (X list × expr), where the parameter passing in method invocations is modelled by accessing the parameter values from the caller's environment. Each method invocation allocates a new frame on the frame stack, where the function newframe creates the appropriate environment, given a reference to the invoking object, the formal parameters and the actual arguments. The environment contains bindings for the self object and the method parameters. If we invoke a static method we set the self variable to null, otherwise to the current object.
The resource tuples in the operational semantics abstractly characterise resource consumption in an unspecified virtual machine; because resources are treated separately, these values could be changed for particular virtual machines. The temporal costs associated to basic instructions reflect the number of bytecode instructions to which the expression expands. For example, the PUTF operation involves two instructions for pushing the object pointer E x and the new content E y onto the operand stack, plus one additional instruction for performing the actual field modification. In rule NEW we charge a single clock tick for object creation, and n for field initialisation. The costs for primitive operations may be generalised to a table lookup. In the rules for conditionals, we charge for pushing the value E x onto the stack, with an additional clock tick for evaluating the branch condition and performing the appropriate jump. In rule CALL, the Grail functional call convention explains why we treat the call as a jump, continuing with the execution of function body. We charge for one anonymous instruction, and also explicitly for the execution of a jump. In rule SINV, the body of method is executed in an environment which represents a fresh frame. The instruction counter is incremented by 2 for pushing and popping the frame and | a | for evaluating the arguments. In addition, both the invocation counter and the invocation depth are incremented by onethe usage of ⊕ ensures that the depth correctly represents the nesting depth of frames. Finally, in rule VINV, the predicate classOf E h x c first retrieves the dynamic class name c associated to the object pointed to by x. Then, the method body associated to m and c is executed in a fresh environment which contains the reference to E x in variable self and the formal parameters as above. The costs charged arise again by considering the evaluation of E x and the method arguments, and the pushing and popping of the frame, but we also charge one clock tick for the indirection needed to retrieve the correct method body from the class file.
Program logic
The program logic targets the partial correctness of resource bounds such as heap allocation and combines aspects of VDM-style verification [14] and Abadi-Leino's logic for object calculi [1] . Sequents are of the form Γ e : P and relate a Grail expression e ∈ expr to a specification P ∈ A in a context Γ ∈ G (see definition below). We abbreviate / 0 e : P to e : P. We follow the extensional approach to the representation of assertions [15] , where specifications are predicates (in the meta-logic) over semantic components and can refer to the initial and final heaps of a program expression, the initial environment, the resources consumed and the result value:
where B is the set of booleans. Satisfaction of a specification P by program e is denoted by |= e : P. We interpret a judgement |= e : λ E h h v p. P E h h v p to mean that whenever the execution of e for initial heap h and environment E terminates and delivers final heap h , result v and resources p, P is satisfied, that is that
Similar to assertions in VDM logics, our specifications relate pre-and post-states without auxiliary variables. For example, programs that do not allocate heap space satisfy the assertion |dom(h)| = |dom(h )|.
Rules:
In the program logic, contexts Γ manage assumptions when dealing with (mutually) recursive or externally defined methods. They consist of pairs of expressions and specifications: G ≡ expr × A. In addition to rules for each form of program expression there are two logical rules, VAX and VCONSEQ.
(e, P) ∈ Γ Γ e : P (VAX)
The axiom rule VAX allows one to use specifications found in the context. The VCON-SEQ consequence rule derives an assertion Q that follows from another assertion P. The leaf rules (VNULL to VNEW) directly model the corresponding rules in the operational semantics, with constants for the resource tuples. The VIF rule uses the appropriate assertion based on the boolean value in the variable x. Since the evaluation of the branch condition does not modify the heap we only existentially quantify over the resource tuple p . In contrast, rule VLET existentially quantifies over the result value w, the heap h 1 resulting from evaluating e 1 , and the resources from e 1 and e 2 . Apart from the absence of environment update, rule VCOMP is similar to VLET. By relating pre and post conditions in a single assertion we avoid the complications associated to the usual VDM rules for sequencing [14] . However, this makes reasoning about total correctness more difficult. The rules for recursive functions and methods involve the context and generalize Hoare's original rule for parameterless recursive procedures. They require one to prove that the function or method body satisfies the required specification (with an updated resource component) under the additional assumption that the assertion holds for further calls or invocations.
Admissible Rules: A context weakening rule is easily seen to be admissible. We can also prove the following cut rule by induction on derivations of {(e , P)} ∪ ∆ e : Q,
One of the contributions of this paper lies in an innovative approach to mutually recursive procedures and adaptation. In fact, rules VCALL, VSINV and VVINV already cover the case of mutual recursion. So we do not need a separate derivation system for judgements with sets of assertions and related set introduction and elimination rules, as for example Nipkow does [24] , nor do we need to modify the consequence rule to take care of adaptation. The treatment is based on specification tables for functions and methods. A function specification table FST maps each function identifier to an assertion, a virtual method specification table vMST maps triples consisting of variable names, method names and (actual) argument lists to assertions, and a static method specification table sMST maps triples consisting of class names, method names and (actual) argument lists to assertions. Since the types allow us to disambiguate between the three tables, we use the notation ST to refer to their union.
A context Γ is good with respect to the specification tables, notation good ST (Γ), if all entries (e, P) ∈ Γ satisfy
where
Using the cut rule, we can prove that good contexts are subset-closed.
Lemma 1. good ST (Γ) −→ good ST (Γ − {(e, P)}).
By combining this lemma with another application of CUT, one can prove by induction on the size of Γ the following rule for mutually recursive function calls or method invocations, for the empty context,
A variant of Lemma 1 also plays an important part in the proof of our adaptation rule. Parameter adaptation is notoriously problematic and has often been coupled with rules of consequence, resulting in fairly complicated rules [15, 24, 25] . Instead, building on the notion of good, we can prove (via cut and weakening) the following lemma, which allows one to change the actual parameters from b to a.
Lemma 2. (good ST (Γ) ∧ (c m(b), ST c m b) ∈ Γ) −→ Γ − {(c m(b), ST c m b)} c m(a) : ST c m a
The predicate good ensures, that for every pair method invocation/specification over given actual arguments, the context proves that the method body satisfies the same specification over any other arguments, provided the former is updated to reflect the new environment with the appropriate binding for the formal parameters. Since we want to prove specifications in the empty context, the lemma allows one to shrink the context. From that, adaptation in the empty context follows:
We shall see this rule in action in Section 4. Both, Lemma 2 and rule ADAPTS, have counterparts for virtual methods.
Soundness
We first define the validity of an assertion for a given program expression in a given context. In order to deal with soundness of function calls and method invocations we additionally parameterise the operational semantics by a natural number acting as the height of the evaluation [10, 15, 24] .
Definition 1. (Validity) Specification P is valid for e, written |= n e : P, if
We define |= e : P as ∀n. |= n e : P. Note that the counter n restricts the set of pre-and post-states for which P has to be fulfilled. It is easy to show that this bound, occurring negatively in the validity formula, can be weakened, i.e. (m < n ∧ |= n e : P) −→ |= m e : P. Validity is generalised to contexts as follows:
Definition 2. (Context Validity)
Context Γ is valid, written n Γ, if |= n e : P holds for all (e, P) ∈ Γ. Assertion P is valid for e in context Γ, denoted Γ |= n e : P, if n Γ implies |= n e : P.
The soundness theorem follows from a stronger result expressing the soundness property for contextual, relativised validity.
Completeness The program logic may be proven complete relative to the ambient logic (here HOL) using the notion of strongest specifications, similar to most general triples in Hoare-style verification.
Definition 3. (Strongest Specification) The strongest specification of expression e is

SSpec(e) = λ E h h v p. E h, e ⇓ (h , v, p).
It is not difficult to prove that strongest specifications are valid, i.e. |= e : SSpec(e), and further that they are stronger than any other valid specification, that is (|= e : P ∧
SSpec(e) E h h v p) −→ P E h h v p.
The overall proof idea of completeness follows [10, 24] : we first prove a lemma that allows one to relate any expression e to SSpec(e) in a context Γ, provided that Γ in turn relates each function or method call to its strongest specification.
The proof of this lemma proceeds by induction on the structure of e. Next, we define a specific context, Γ, containing exactly the strongest specifications for all function calls and method invocations.
We also define specification tables that associate the strongest assertions to all calls and invocations:
Next, we show that Γ is good with respect to these tables:
Lemma 4. good ST ( Γ).
On the other hand, combining a variant of rule CUT and MUTREC with Lemma 3 yields The finiteness condition merely represents a constraint on the syntactic categories of function and method names. It is fulfilled for any concrete program.
Examples
In this section we give examples of proving resource properties of Grail programs working on integer lists. We first discuss how lists are modelled in our formalisation and then consider in-place list reversal and doubling elements in a list as example programs. The Grail code in this section corresponds to the Isabelle-output of the Camelot compiler. During the compilation, heap-allocated data structures arise from algebraic datatypes in Camelot. Values of the type ilist = Nil | Cons of int * ilist are represented as a linked list of objects of the diamond class. Each node contains fields HD, TL and TAG, where TAG indicates the constructor (Nil or Cons) used to create the cell. Since our verification targets the consumption of resources rather than full correctness we use a representation predicate that ensures that a portion of the heap represents a list structure without considering the data contained in individual cells. The predicate takes the form h, l |= X n, to be read as "starting at location l the sub-heap of h given by the set X of locations contains a list of length n". It is defined inductively, using the additional notation class h (l) to refer to the class of the object located at l in heap h.
Similar predicates have been used by Reynolds in separation logic [26] . Notice that in the second case the reference l has to be distinct from all previously used locations X.
In-place reversal: Returning to our motivating example from the introduction, the following Grail code is produced for the method rev in class ILIST with formal parameters [l, acc]: We constrain the specification tables to contain the entry
If the first method argument points initially to a list of length n, and the second argument points to some other (disjoint) list, any terminating execution of rev returns a heap of the same size as the initial heap, and the number of instructions and function calls (jump instructions) depend linearly on n. The function eval implements the evaluation of methods arguments and is part of the newframe construction. We aim to prove the property
which states that an invocation of rev with (arbitrary) arguments x and y satisfies its specification. The generic structure of a proof of such a resource predicate first applies the rule ADAPTS. The required context Γ contains one entry for each method invocation that occurs in the method body, pairing each such call with its specification:
As the main lemma we then prove that Γ is good with respect to the specification tables:
The proof of this statement proceeds by first applying the VDM rules VSINV and VCON-SEQ, and then the other syntax-directed rules according to the program text, closing the recursion by an invocation of VAX. This first phase can be seen as a classical VCG over the program logic rules. Two side conditions remain, requiring us to show that both branches satisfy the specification -the verification condition of the recursion case amounts to a loop invariant. Both side conditions can be discharged by unfolding the definition of h, l |= X n and instantiating some quantifiers.
Where do the polynomials in the specification come from? Currently, we have left those values indeterminate and have them generated during a proof. In a later phase of the project, the Camelot compiler will generate certificates for such resource properties based on high-level program analysis similar to [12] 's type system for heap space consumption. The syntactic form of rev would allow a tail-call optimisation, where the recursive method invocation is transformed into a recursive function call satisfying the Grail calling convention. The specification has the same general structure as before, but now asserts that the heap grows by n many objects, that no function calls occur, and that both the number and the nesting depth of method invocations are linear in n.
We prove the following resource property for an arbitrary x:
The proof has the same overall structure as the previous one, where the auxiliary lemma now reads
Most closely related to our work on the meta-theoretical side are Nipkow's implementation of Hoare logic in Isabelle/HOL [24] , the Java-light logic by von Oheimb [29] , Kleymann's thesis [15] , and Hofmann's [10] work on completeness of program logics. The logic by Nipkow in [24] is for a while-language with parameterless functions, with proofs of soundness and completeness. Several techniques we use in our treatment are inspired by this work, such as modelling of the heap via mini-heaps. However, we have made progress on the treatment of mutual recursion and adaptation. Several options for formalising either VDM or Hoare-style program logics have been explored by Kleymann [15] . In particular this work demonstrates how to formalise an adaptation rule that permits to modify auxiliary variables. The techniques used in our completeness proof are based on those by one of the authors in [10] . The program logic for Java-light by von Oheimb [29] is encoded in Isabelle/HOL and proven sound and complete. It covers more object-oriented features, but works on a higher level than our logic for a bytecode language and does not cover resources. Moreover, it is hardly suitable for concrete program verification.
With respect to other relevant program logics, de Boer [8] presents a sound and complete Hoare-style logic for an sequential object-oriented language with inheritance and subtyping. In contrast to our approach, the proof system employs a specific assertion language for object structures, whose WP calculus is heavily based on syntactical substitutions. Recently a tool supporting the verification of annotated programs (flowcharts) yielding verification conditions to be solved in HOL has been produced [5] . This also extends to multi-threaded Java [2] .
Abadi and Leino combine a program logic for an object-oriented language with a type system [1, 16] . The language supports sub-classing and recursive object types and attaches specifications as well as types to expressions. In contrast to our logics, it uses a global store model, with the possibility of storing pointers to arbitrary methods in objects. As a result of this design decision this logic is incomplete. An implementation of this logic and a verification condition generator are described in [28] .
Several projects aim at developing program logics for subsets of Java, mainly as tools for program development. Müller and Poetzsch-Heffter present a sound Hoarestyle logic for a Java subset [22] . Their language covers class and interface types with subtyping and inheritance, as well as dynamic and static binding, and aliasing via object references, see also the Jive tool [20] . As part of the LOOP project, Huisman and Jacobs [13] present an extension of a Hoare logic that includes means for reasoning about abrupt termination and side-effects, encoded in the PVS theorem prover. Krakatoa [18] is a tool for verifying JML-annotated Java programs that acts as front-end to the Why system [9] , using Coq to model the semantics and conduct the proofs. Why produces proof-obligations for programs in imperative-functional style via an interpretation in a type theory of effects and monads. Similarly, the target of the JACK environment [6] are verification conditions for the B system from JML annotations, though much effort is invested in making the system usable by Java programmers. We also mention [19] , which embeds a Hoare logic in HOL, following previous work by Mike Gordon, to reason about pointer programs in a simple while-language. As an example, the authors provide an interactive proof in ISAR of the correctness of the Schorr-Waite algorithm.
Finally, [21] proves properties of the JVM in ACL2 directly from invariants and the operational semantics, that is without resorting to a VCG.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a resource-aware program logic for Grail, together with proofs of soundness and completeness. Our logic is unique in combining reasoning about resources for a general object-oriented language with completeness results for this logic. Grail is an abstraction over the JVM bytecode language which can be given a semifunctional semantics. We have developed admissible rules to work with mutually recursive methods, including parameter adaptation. While the logic already covers dynamic method invocation, we left a formalisation of the class hierarchy for future research. The logic has been encoded in the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover, and the formalisation of the soudness and completeness proofs provide additional confidence in the results. We demonstrated the usability of the logic by giving some examples, where we proved concrete resource bounds on space and time. These example programs have been generated by the Camelot compiler, indicating that the logic is sufficiently expressive to serve as the target logic in our proof-carrying-code infrastructure. In order to mechanise the verification of concrete programs, we are currently defining more specialised logics for various resources. These logics are defined in terms of the logic presented in this paper and thus inherit crucial properties such as soundness.
